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Having grown with substance over the years and now 
set up for the future, neska provides a wide range of 
services. No matter which goods are to be transported, 
a comprehensive network at important node points and 
fast connections by land and water create an e#cient 
transport chain.

/ NESKA KNOWS WHO.

LOGISTICS AND INTERMODAL  

TRANSPORT – TO THE DESTINATION  

WITH SEAMLESS PERFORMANCE.

Leading the way.

Locations

The companies in the neska group use central locations along the Rhine 

corridor. Consistently high performance: e#cient transhipment of  

containers, bulk goods and general cargo, diverse storage capacities  

and added-value services such as material processing, order picking  

and packing. 

/ COMPLETE LOGISTICS AS ONE UNIT.



STUTTGART

SAARBRÜCKEN

DORTMUND

KOBLENZ

FRANKFURT

BREMEN

BASEL

STRASBOURG
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DORDRECHT 

INTERMODAL:

» Alcotrans Container Line B.V.

 www.alcotrans.nl

DÜSSELDORF

LOGISTICS:

» neska Schi%ahrts- und Speditionskontor GmbH

 www.neska.com

INTERMODAL:

» Düsseldorfer Container-Hafen GmbH

 www.dch.container-terminal.de

DUISBURG 

LOGISTICS:

» Duisburg Bulk Terminal GmbH

 www.dbt-duisburg.com

» neska Schi%ahrts- und Speditionskontor GmbH

 www.neska.com

INTERMODAL:

» Rhein-Ruhr Terminal Gesellschaft für

 Container- und Güterumschlag mbH

 www.rrt.container-terminal.de

DORMAGEN / NEUSS

LOGISTICS:

» uct Umschlag Container Terminal GmbH

 www.uct-terminal.de

KREFELD 

INTERMODAL:

» neska Schi%ahrts- und Speditionskontor GmbH

 www.neska.com

» Krefelder Container Terminal GmbH

 www.kct.container-terminal.de

KÖLN 

LOGISTICS:

» neska Schi%ahrts- und Speditionskontor GmbH

 www.neska.com

» Pohl & Co. GmbH

 www.pohlgruppe.de

INTERMODAL:

» CTS Container-Terminal GmbH

 www.cts.container-terminal.de

THE NESKA-GROUP

SPECIALISTS ON SITE.



KIEL

ROSTOCK

MAGDEBURG

HANNOVER

MÜNCHEN

NÜRNBERG

LEIPZIG

PRAHA

LINZ

REGENSBURG
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MANNHEIM 

LOGISTICS:

» neska Schi%ahrts- und Speditionskontor GmbH

 www.neska.com

HAMBURG 

LOGISTICS:

» Pohl & Co. GmbH 

 www.pohlgruppe.de

INTERMODAL:

» Alcotrans Container Line GmbH

 www.alcotrans.de

BERLIN 

LOGISTICS:

» Pohl & Co. GmbH 

 www.pohlgruppe.de

DRESDEN 

LOGISTICS:

» Pohl & Co. GmbH 

 www.pohlgruppe.de
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It makes a di%erence how goods are transported from 
A to B. It comes down to the linkage and the handling, 
to the desire for greater e#ciency and security,  
to the knowledge that each cargo has to be handled  
individually.

/ NESKA KNOWS ALL OF THESE DETAILS.

LOGISTICS

THE DIRECTION FOR ALL ROUTES.

The global flow of world-wide goods is not only about quantity. Quality  

aspirations are increasing significantly. A broad performance spectrum  

is neska's response. Everything here is coordinated from a single source:  

the transhipment, storage and transport of the diversified of goods.  

In conjunction with the means of conveyance by truck, rail and ship. 

Our locations handle over 6.5 million tons of di%erent products every year.  

At neska there are no open questions, since our know-how has been  

developed over decades.

/ WE KNOW WHAT WE ARE TALKING ABOUT.

Goods on the move.

Global network
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More print just in time.

Paper logistics

PUNCTUALITY IN FOCUS. Printers, publishers and the packaging industry work 

in narrow time windows – neska has therefore introduced new quality into paper 

transport: all logistics services are bundled together to suit the customer. neska 

transports over a million tons of paper a year – with care. High-performance digital 

networking creates smooth and e#cient production processes for the customer.  

Whether an individual service or complete handling, the experience of neska 

employees at locations across Germany (with 100,000 square meters of state-of-

the-art warehouse space) has made neska into one of the leading paper logistics 

companies. We even master the paperwork at customs.
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The best transport for the cargo.

International freight forwarding 

Beyond transport.

Steel logistics 

A SMOOTH CONNECTION. Simply seamless: neska o%ers the  

entire logistics chain for container and conventional transport – for 

world-wide export and import, from loading, pre-transport and 

customs clearance through to unloading in the destination country. 

One of the neska core expertise is Europe-wide, temperature-controlled  

transport of chemicals, medical equipment and food. Increasingly 

important is world-wide organisation – cross trades. Here neska is 

con-centrating on managing the flow of goods between the Far East 

and the Arab region, Germany and South America or Germany and 

south-east Europe. Our multilingual coordinators organise this as the 

fixed point of contact for all details from A to Z.

A PARTNER TO INDUSTRY. Full-service logistics for 

steel and aluminium: whether steel bars, tubes, coils, 

bars, ingots or scrap, our trimodal transhipment is as 

sensitive as it is systematic. The technical equipment 

ensures maximum performance, so stainless steel coils 

up to 15 tons in weight can be expertly stowed away  

in containers. Diverse warehouse capacities ensure  

flexibility. Dry handling facilities protect goods that are 

sensitive to moisture. The valuable metal receives real 

added value from neska: professional material testing 

and the cutting of steel bars and tubes are part of our 

service portfolio. No matter how heavy or how large  

the metal to be delivered to its destination, neska  

delivers just in time – or in other words: fittingly and 

punctually.
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INPUT FOR THE ECONOMY. There can be no interruption in the supply of raw 

materials. Steel mills, foundries, co-generation power stations and the chemical 

industry rely on neska and its seamless transport from coast to hinterland. It is 

not by chance that neska leads the way in Europe in the transhipment of ferro- 

alloys. Quality assurance as a matter of course. The equipment at our locations is 

comprehensive and ideally suited for all types of bulk goods. Re-fractory products, 

minerals or alloys are processed on site. Crushing, screening, drying and packing: 

neska o%ers the entire service for bulk goods, for each grade in each packaging 

unit, just as the customers requires. What really counts at neska: technology,  

loca-tion, quality management and specialist sta%. A whole load of know-how.

Raw materials in any quantity.

Bulk logistics
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ACCELERATION SPECIALISTS. Individually planned outsourcing can better exploit the 

resources of a production company. To this end, neska logistics fit seamlessly into the value 

chain. Logistics concepts jointly developed by neska and its customers that include everything: 

operations planning, goods receipt, storage management, confectioning, commissioning, 

packaging and of course the transport. The clear advantage for the customer: greater con- 

centration on core business. E#ciency is simply also a question of logistics.

WAREHOUSING WITH DIVERSITY. The neska principle: complete service from incoming 

to outgoing goods. Products of all kinds are stored using sophisticated IT systems and packed 

as necessary ready for shipment. The up-to-date storage management system adapts to the 

requirements of our customers: neska organises the storage of a wide range of goods, whether 

as BigBags, pallets or in bulk. In addition to block, rack or fully-automatic high bay warehouses, 

neska has all the capacity needed for special goods such as water-polluting substances,  

recycling material, packaged food, feed, or non-hazardous chemical products. At neska there  

is a route for everything.

More performance in stock.

In-house logistics

New order for all goods.

Storage management 
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DIVERSITY IN A BOX. Each container transport has its  

own special features. That is the reason the black-boxX was 

developed for careful transport of coking coal. The blue-boxX 

is used for products that are sensitive to moisture. The loading 

and unloading process of standard containers also adheres to 

neska quality: experts perform stu#ng and stripping using 

up-to-date technology. Flammable liquid storage at neska is 

similarly unproblematic thanks to special warehouses with  

hazardous goods tanks and safety devices. Everything is done 

for the container itself: repair, maintenance and conversion  

– the entire service in dedicated workshops with the most 

modern equipment. For neska there is always a route.

It always comes down to the content, especially in the 
case of containers. We ensure that everything arrives 
in perfect condition and on time – even with sensitive 
goods and tight deadlines. Our customers' objectives are 
also our own.

/ OUR CUSTOMERS' OBJECTIVES ARE ALSO OUR OWN.

INTERMODAL

ONE COMPANY FOR MILLIONS OF CONTAINERS.

A trouble-free journey.

Container service
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Everything flows.

Shuttle and water taxi

FASTER BY BARGE. Inland waterways in particular are where neska can  

demonstrate its networking strength. Here the barges in the timetable are loaded 

to the best possible capacity. These precisely timed vessels bring empty containers 

from one depot to another when shipping companies require extensive container 

capacity at short notice. A "taxi service" for all those who store containers in  

our terminals. This o%ers neska customers great flexibility and improvement in 

their stock management. Here the transport flows, non-stop.
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neska Schi"ahrts- und Speditionskontor GmbH

Neumarkt 7-11 / 47119 Duisburg / Germany

Phone: +49 203 47989-0

Fax:  +49 203 47989-194 

E-mail: info@neska.com

www.neska.com

Road, rail and water fit together perfectly: neska uses rail and barge shuttles to connect the 

western European ports and the northern German seaports with the significant industrial 

locations in the Rhineland and Ruhr regions. Lorries then take the containers from the  

network of terminals directly to their destination. At all connections neska standardises the 

processes and improves delivery reliability. Optimised design of the entire chain also helps 

protect the environment. 

/ GOOD FOR EVERYONE.

The combination is decisive.

Trimodal container transport
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